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Abstract 

This paper considers a scenario in which a sender who holds a k -bit to k -bit 

trapdoor permutation f  wants to transmit a message x  to a receiver who holds the 

inverse permutation 
1f ; with the condition that encryption should require just one 

computation of f , decryption should require just one computation of 
1f , the length of 

the enciphered text should be precisely k  and the length n  of the text x  that can be 

encrypted is close to k . Our scheme takes the encryption of x  to be )( xrf , which is a 

simple probabilistic encoding of x . Assuming an ideal hash function and an arbitrary 

trapdoor permutation, we describe and prove secure a simple invertible enmesh scheme 

that is bit-optimal in that the length of the string x  that can be encrypted by )( xrf  is 

almost k . Our scheme achieves semantic security, which implies chosen-cipher text 

security and non-malleability. 

 

Keywords: Asymmetric encryption, provable security, trapdoor permutation, 

semantic security 

 

1. Introduction 

Public-key encryption has been around for over thirty years. In its basic form, it is well 

understood: a public key allows for encryption, while an associated private (secret) key 

performs decryption. The complication lies in ensuring safe communication over an 

insecure channel in the presence of a malevolent eavesdropper, without the problem of 

key distribution and exchange, in a heterogeneous community of users. 

In our setup we consider a sender who holds a k -bit to k -bit trapdoor permutation f  

and wants to transmit a message x  to a receiver who holds the inverse permutation 
1f  

We concentrate on the case which arises most often in cryptographic practice, where 

xn   is at least a little smaller than k . 

What practitioners want is the following encryption should require just one 

computation of f  decryption should require just one computation of 
1f  the length of 

the enciphered text should be precisely k  and the length n  of the text x  that can be 

encrypted is close to k  Since heuristic schemes achieving these conditions exist [1, 2], if 
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provable security is provided at the cost of violating any of these conditions, for instance 

two applications of f  to encrypt message length kn   rather than k , practitioners will 

prefer the heuristic constructions. Thus to successfully impact practice one must provide 

provably-secure schemes which meet the above constraints. 

The heuristic schemes invariably take the following form: one probabilistically, 

invertibly incorporates x  into a string xr  and then takes the encryption of x  to be 

)( xrf 1
. We call such a process an invertible enmesh scheme. We will take as our goal the 

construction of a provably invertible enmesh schemes which allows n  to be close to k . 

Assuming an ideal hash function and an arbitrary trapdoor permutation, we describe 

and prove secure a simple invertible enmesh scheme that is bit-optimal in that the length 

of the string x  that can be encrypted by )( xrf  is almost k . Our scheme achieves 

semantic security [3]. This notion is very strong, and in particular, implies ambitious 

goals like chosen-cipher text security and non-malleability [6] in the ideal-hash model 

which we assume. 

 

1.1. The Basic Scheme 

Recall k  is the security parameter, f  mapping k -bits to k -bits is the trapdoor 

permutation. Let 0k  be chosen such that the adversary’s running time is significantly 

smaller than 02
k

 steps. We fix the length of the message to encrypt as 0kkn   bits 

(shorter messages can be suitably padded to this length). The scheme makes use of a 

generator 
nk

G }1,0{}1,0{: 0    and a hash function .}1,0{}1,0{: 0knH   To 

encrypt 
nx }1,0{  choose a random 0k  bit r  and set  

)))(()(()(, rGxHrrGxfxHG   

Here  denotes concatenation. The decryption function 
HG,D  is defined in the 

obvious way, and the pair ),( D  constitutes what we call the basic scheme. 

We prove security under the assumption that HG,  are ideal. This means G  is a 

random function of 
nk

}1,0{}1,0{ 0   and H  is a random function of 

.}1,0{}1,0{ 0kn   The formal statement of our result is in Theorem 4.1. It says that if 

f  is a trapdoor permutation and HG,  are ideal then the basic scheme achieves the 

notion of semantic security [3], appropriately adjusted to take account of the presence of 

HG, . 

In practice, G  and H  are best derived from some standard cryptographic hash 

function. For example, they can be derived from the compression function of the Secure 

Hash Algorithm [7] following the methods described in [8]. 

 

1.2. Computational Efficiency of the Proposed Model 

The function f  can be set to any candidate trapdoor permutation such as RSA [9] or 

modular squaring [10, 11]. In such a case the time for computing G  and H  is negligible 

compared to the time for computing f , 
1f . Thus complexity is discussed only in terms 

                                                 
1It is well-known that a naive enmesh like xrx   is no good; besides the usual deficiencies of any 
deterministic encryption, f  being a trapdoor permutation does not mean that )(xf  conceals all the 
interesting properties of x .Indeed it was exactly such considerations that helped inspire ideas like semantic 
security [3] and hardcore bits [4,5]. 
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of f , 
1f  computations. In this light our basic encryption scheme requires just a single 

application of f  to encrypt, a single application of 
1f  to decrypt, and the length of the 

cipher text is k , as long as 0knk  . Our scheme requires a single application of f  to 

encrypt, a single application of 
1f  to decrypt, and the length of the cipher text is still k , 

as long as 10 kknk  . 

A concrete instantiation of our scheme, using RSA for f  and getting G , H  from the 

Secure Hash Algorithm [7], is given in Section 4.1. 

 

1.3. The Ideal Hash Function Paradigm 

As we indicated above, when proving security we take HG,  to be random, and when 

we want a concrete scheme. HG,  are instantiated by primitives derived from a 

cryptographic hash function. In this regard we are following the paradigm of [8] who 

argue that even though results which assume an ideal hash function do not provide 

provable security with respect to the standard model of computation, assuming an ideal 

hash function and doing proofs with respect to it provides much greater assurance benefit 

than purely ad-hoc, protocol design. 

 

1.4. Assessment of the ‘Exact Security’ of our Scheme 

We want our results to be meaningful for practice. In particular, this means we should 

be able to say meaningful things about the security of our schemes for specific values of 

the security parameter (e.g., )512k . This demands not only that we avoid asymptotic 

and address security exactly, but also that we strive for security reductions which are as 

efficient as possible.
2
  

Thus the theorem proving the security of our basic scheme, as in [12], quantifies the 

resources and success probability of a potential adversary let her run for time t  make 

genq  queries of G  and hashq  queries of H , and suppose she could break the encryption 

with advantage  . It then provides an algorithm M  and numbers  ,t  such that M  

inverts the underlying trapdoor permutation f  in time t   with probability   . The 

strength of the result is in the values of  ,t  which are specified as functions of t , genq , 

hashq ,  , and the underlying scheme parameters k , 0k , n  )( 0 nkk  . Now a user 

with some idea of the assumed strength of a particular f  such as RSA on 512  bits can 

get an idea of the resources necessary to break our encryption scheme. 

 

1. Notations and Conventions 
 

2.1 Probabilistic algorithms 

We hereby use the notation of [19]. If A  is a probabilistic algorithm then ),,( yxA  

refers to the probability space which to the string   assigns the probability that A  on 

input ,, yx  outputs  . If S  is a probability space we denote its support, the set of 

                                                 
2 Exact security is not new; previous works which address it explicitly include [13, 14, 15 16, 17, 18]. 
Moreover, although it is true that most theoretical works only provide asymptotic security guarantees of the 
form the success probability of a polynomially bounded adversary is negligible (everything measured as a 
function of the security parameter), the exact security can be derived from examination of the proof. 
(However, a lack of concern with the exactness means that in many cases the reductions are very inefficient, 
and the results are not useful for practice). 
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elements of positive probability, by  S . When S  is a probability space, Sx   denotes 

selecting a random sample from S . We use Syx ,  as shorthand for Sx  ; 

Sy  . For probability spaces ,,, TS  the notation 

 ),,(,;;Pr  yxpTySx   denotes the probability that the predicate 

),,( yxp  is true after the ordered execution of the algorithms Sx   Ty  , etc. 

PPT is short for probabilistic-polynomial time. 

In evaluating the complexity of oracle machines we adopt the usual convention that all 

oracle queries receive their answer in unit time 

 

2.2 Random Oracles 

 

We will be discussing schemes which use functions HG,  chosen at random from 

appropriate spaces (the input and output lengths for G  and H  depend on parameters of 

the scheme). When stating definitions it is convenient to not have to worry about exactly 

what these spaces may be and just write HG, , the latter being defined as the set of 

all maps from the set 
*}1,0{  of finite strings to the set 

}1,0{  of infinite strings. The 

notation should be interpreted as appropriate to the context--for example, if the scheme 

says G  maps 
a}1,0{  to 

b}1,0{  then we can interpret G  as meaning we choose 

G  from   at random, restrict the domain to 
a}1,0{  and drop all but the first b  bits of 

output. 

 

2.3 Trapdoor Permutations and their Security 

 

Our encryption scheme requires a trapdoor permutation generator. This is a PPT 

algorithm F  such that 




 k1F  outputs a pair of deterministic algorithms ),( 1ff  

specifying a permutation and its inverse on 
k}1,0{ . 

We associate to F  an evaluation time  FT : for all k , all  )1(),( 1 kff F  

and all  k
w 1,0 , the time to compute )(wf , given f  and w , is  kTF . Note the 

evaluation time depends on the setting; for example on whether or not there is hardware 

available to compute f . 

We will be interested in two attributes of a possibly non-uniform algorithm M  trying 

to invert 




 k1F -distributed permutations, namely its running time and its success 

probability. 

Definition 1 Let F  be a trapdoor permutation generator. We say that algorithm M  

succeeds in ),( t -inverting 




 k1F  if 

        wyfMwfywff
kk ),();(;1,0;1,Pr 1 F , and, 

moreover, in the experiment above, M  runs in at most t  steps. 

RSA [9] is a good candidate function as a secure trapdoor permutation. 
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2. Semantically Secure Encryption 

We extend the definition of semantic security [3] to the random oracle model in a way 

which enables us to discuss exact security. 

 

3.1 Encryption Schemes 

An asymmetric encryption scheme is specified by a probabilistic generator, G , and an 

associated plaintext-length function, n . On input 
k1  the generator G  outputs a pair of 

algorithms ),( D  the first of which is probabilistic. Each of these algorithms has 

oracle-access to two functions, one called G  and one called H . A user i  runs G  to get 

),( D  and makes the former public while keeping the latter secret. To encrypt message 

  )(
1,0

kn
x  using functions HG,  anyone can compute  xy HG,  and send it 

to i . To decrypt cipher text y  user i  computes  yx HG,D . We require 

  xyHG ,D  for all  




 xy HG, . We further demand that   *, yHGD  

if there is no x  such that  




 xy HG, . 

An adversary is a possibly non-uniform algorithm A  with access to oracles HG, . 

We assume without loss of generality (w.l.o.g) that an adversary makes no particular G -

query more than once and no particular H -query more than once. For simplicity we 

assume that the number of G -queries and H -queries that an adversary makes don’t 

depend on its coin tosses but only, say, on the length of its input. 

 

3.2 Semantic Security 

The following definition will be used to discuss exact security. It captures the notion of 

semantic security [3] appropriately lifted to take into account the presence of HG, . 

We consider an adversary who runs in two stages. In the find-stage it is given an 

encryption algorithm   and outputs a pair 10 , xx  of messages. It also outputs a string c  

which could record, for example, its history and its inputs. Now we pick at random either 

0x  or 1x , the choice made according to a bit b , and encrypt it under   to get y . In the 

guess-stage we provide A  the output cxx ,, 10  of the previous stage, and y , and we ask 

it to guess b . We assume w.l.o.g that   is included in c  so that we don’t need to 

explicitly provide it again. Since even the algorithm which always outputs a fixed bit will 

be right half of the time, we measure how well A  is doing by 2/1  less than the fraction 

of time that A  correctly predicts b . We call twice this quantity the advantage which A  

has in predicting b . Multiplying by two makes the advantage fall in the range  1,0  (0 

for a worthless prediction and 1 for an always correct one), instead of  5.0,0 . 

Definition 2 Let G  be a generator for an encryption scheme having plaintext-length 

function  n . An adversary A  is said to succeed in ),,,( hashgen qqt -breaking 








 k1G  

if 
   

     
1

,,,;;1,0
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And, moreover, in the experiment above, A  runs for at most t  steps, makes at most 

genq  queries to G  and makes at most hashq  queries to H . 

Note that t  is the total running time, that is, the sum of the times in the two stages. 

Similarly, genq , hashq  are the total number of G  and H  queries, respectively. 

 

3. The Basic Encryption Scheme 

Let F  be a trapdoor permutation generator and  0k  a positive integer valued 

function such that   kkk 0  for all 1k . The basic scheme G  with parameters F  

and  0k  has an associated plaintext-length function of )()( 0 kkkkn  . On input 
k1 , 

the generator G  runs 




 k1F  to obtain ),( 1ff . Then it outputs the pair of 

algorithms ),( D  determined as follows: 

1. On input x  of length )(knn  , algorithm   selects a random r  of length 

)(00 kkk   It sets )(rGxs   and )(sHrt  . It sets tsw   and 

returns )(wfy  . 

2. On input y  of length k , algorithm D  computes )(1 yfw  . Then it sets s  to 

the first n  bits of w  and t  to the last 0k -bits of w . It sets )(sHtr  , and 

returns the string )(rGsx  . 

The oracles G  and H  which   and D  reference above have input-output lengths 

of 
nk

G }1,0{}1,0{: 0   and .}1,0{}1,0{: 0knH   We use the encoding of f  as the 

encoding of   and the encoding of 1f  as the encoding of D . 

The intuition behind the semantic security of this scheme is as follows. We wish to 

guarantee that the adversary, given a point y  in the range of f , must recover the 

complete preimage xrw   of y  if she is to say anything meaningful about x  itself. 

Well, if the adversary does not recover all of the first n  bits of the preimage, s , then she 

will have no idea about the value )(sH  which is its hash; a failure to know anything 

about )(sH  implies a failure to know anything about tsHr  )(  ,where t  is the last 

0k  bits of w , and therefore )(rG  and therefore srGx  )(  itself. Now, assuming 

the adversary does recover s , a failure to completely recover t  will again mean that the 

adversary fails to completely recover r , and, in the lack of complete knowledge about r , 

)(rGx  is uniformly distributed and so again the adversary can know nothing about x . 

Yet the above discussion masks some subtleties and a formal proof of security is more 

complex than it might appear. This is particularly the case when one is interested, as we 

are here, in achieving the best possible exact security. 

The following theorem says that if there is an adversary A  who is able to break the 

encryption scheme with some success probability, then there is an algorithm M  which 

can invert the underlying trapdoor permutation with comparable success probability and 

in comparable time. This implies that if the trapdoor permutations can’t be inverted in 

reasonable time (which is the implicit assumption) then our scheme is secure. But the 

theorem says more; it specifies exactly how the resources and success of M  relate to 

those of A  and to the underlying scheme parameters 0,, knk  )( 0knk  . 
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The inverting algorithm M  can by obtained from A  in a uniform way; the theorem 

says there is a universal oracle machine U  such that M  can be implemented by U  with 

oracle access to A . It is important for practice that the description of U  is small; this is 

not made explicit in the theorem but is clear from the proof. The constant   depends only 

on details of the underlying model of computation. We write 0, kn  for    kkkn 0, , 

respectively, when, as below, k  is understood. 

Theorem 4.0 Let G  be the basic encryption scheme with parameters F , 0k  and let 

n  be the associated plaintext length. Then there exists an oracle machine U  and a 

constant   such that for each integer k  the following is true. Suppose A  succeeds in 

),,,( hashgen qqt -breaking 






 k1G . Then 
AUM   succeeds in   ,t -inverting 






 k1F  where 

  kkTqqtt hashgen  F  

  12221 0 
 k

gen
n

hash
k

gen qqq . 

We omit the proof of this Theorem for the sake of brevity. 

For reasonable values of k  (e.g., )512k  it will be the case that 0knk  . 

Thus for reasonable values of hashgen qq ,  we’ll have  021
k

genq


  . Thus the 

success probability   achieved here is good in the sense that it is only slightly less than 

 , and close to optimal. Note also that the expression for    indicates that A  will do 

best by favouring G -oracle queries over H -oracle queries. 

The dominant factor in the time t   taken by the inverting algorithm to compute 

 yf 1  is the time to do hashgen qq   computations of the underlying f . An interesting 

open question is to find a scheme under which the number of computation of f  is linear 

in hashgen qq   while retaining a value of    similar to ours. 

 

4.1 A Prototype Model of our Scheme 

We provide here a concrete implementation of our encryption scheme, omitting only 

certain minor details. We use RSA as the trapdoor permutation and construct the 

functions HG,  out of the revised NIST Secure Hash Algorithm [7], although other hash 

algorithms such as MD5 [20] would do as well. 

Let f  be the RSA function [9], so   Nxxf e mod  is specified by  Ne,  where 

N  is the k -bit product of two large primes and    1, Ne  . We demand 512k  

bits, larger values are recommended. 

Our scheme will allow the encryption of any string msg  whose length is at most 

320k  bits; thus the minimal permitted security parameter allows 192  bits (e.g., three 

192 -bit keys to be encrypted). Let     k
NiNiD 1,01,gcd;1  D be 

the set of valid domain points for f . 

Our probabilistic encryption scheme depends on the message msg  to encrypt, an 

arbitrary-length string rand_coins, the security parameter k , the function f  and a 

predicate  xDIN  which should return ruet  if and only if Dx . Our scheme further 

uses a 32 -bit string datakey _ , whose use we do not specify here, and a string desc  
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which provides a complete description of the function f ; that is, it says “This is RSA 

using N  and e ” encoded according to conventions not specified here. 

We denote by  xHΑS  the 160 -bit result of SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm applied 

to x , except that the 160 -bit starting value in the algorithm description is taken to be 

ABCDE .. Let  x
SHΑ  denote the first  -bits of  xHΑS . Fix the notation 

i  for i  encoded as a binary 32 -bit word.  

We define the function  xH 
  for string x , number   and 160 -bit   to be the  -bit 

prefix of       xxx  2SHA1SHA0SHA 808080
  

Let 0K  be a fixed, randomly-chosen 160 -bit string, which we do not specify here. 

Our scheme is depicted in Figure 1. Basically, we augment the string msg  which we 

want to encrypt by tacking on a word to indicate its length; including 1281 k  bits of 

redundancy; incorporating a 32 -bit field datakey _  whose use we do not specify, and 

adding enough additional padding to fill out the length of the string we have made to 

128k  bits. The resulting string x  now plays the same role as the x  of our basic 

scheme, and a separate 128 -bit r  is then used to encrypt it. 

 

ENCRYPT ( msg ,rand_coins) 

 descK0
SHA ; 

 1SHA1   ; 

 2SHA2   ; 

 3SHA3   ; 

0i ; 

repeat 

 coinsrandiHr _128

1
 ; 

msgmsgdatakeyx
msgk 


320128 00_ ; 

 rHxx
x

2
 ; 

 xHrr 128

3
 ; 

rxrx  ; 

1 ii ; 

 xr Dinuntil ; 

 xrfreturn ; 

Figure 1. A Sample Implementation of our Encryption Scheme. 

4. Conclusion 

We comment that in the concrete scheme shown in Figure 1 we have elected to make 

our generator and hash function sensitive both to our scheme itself, via 0K  and to the 

particular function f , via desc . Such key separation is a generally-useful heuristic to 

help ensure that when the same key is used in multiple, separately-secure, algorithms that 
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the internals of these algorithms do not interact in such a way as to jointly compromise 

security. The use of key variants 1 , 2  and 3  is motivated similarly. Our choice to 

only use half the bits of SHA has to do with a general deficiency in the use of SHA-like 

hash functions to implement random oracles. 
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